Z-CAD® Multi - The Colorful

Z-CAD® One4All Multi with highest strength
Z-CAD® smile Multi with ultra high translucency

Z-CAD® One4All Multi
Smooth color gradient with high translucency and maximum strength

Z-CAD® smile Multi
Smooth color gradient with ultra high translucency

The gradient of the pre colored blanks correspond to natural teeth.
This coordinated, consistant color concept ensures the comparability to the "Vita classical A1-D4®
shade guide" and safe color reproduction.

*VITA classical A1 - D4® is a registered trademark of
VITA Zahnfabrik H. Rauter GmbH & Co. KG in Bad Säckingen.
**Z-CAD® One4All Multi**
gentle color gradient with high translucency and maximum strength

The indication of Z-CAD® One4All Multi includes the production of fully anatomical or reduced crowns, veneers, inlays and onlays up to long span width restorations. With its characteristic strength of more than 1000 MPa and a translucency of 45%, this biocompatible high-performance class 5 zirconia meets the requirements of ISO 6872: 2019.

The result: safe, simple and efficiently produced restorations with perfect properties.

**Z-CAD® smile Multi**
gentle color gradient with ultra high translucency

The indication of Z-CAD® smile Multi covers the production of fully anatomical crowns, veneers, inlays and onlays up to 3-unit bridges (posterior and anterior restorations). With its characteristic strength of over 610 MPa and a translucency of 49%, this biocompatible high-performance class 4 zirconia meets the requirements of ISO 6872: 2019.

The result: safe, simple and efficiently produced restorations with perfect properties.